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A closer investigation of RowHammer attacks shows that
they have one thing in common: they require a form of memory
massaging [6]–[8]. This memory massaging is required to
obtain a vulnerable configuration, i.e., a configuration that is
amenable to adversarial control. The vulnerable configuration
consists of (i) a memory allocation that the attacker needs
for RowHammer, i.e., control of the rows that, if subjected to
RowHammer, trigger a bit flip in some other target location,
as well as (ii) forcing a third party to put target data into that
target location. This third party often is a memory allocator.
Three implications arise from these observations. First, the
adversary requires a reconnaissance phase to identify the
vulnerable configuration, i.e., the specific rows he needs to
control and which rows hold flippable bits suitable for target
data manipulations. Second, the adversary needs to acquire
control of the vulnerable configuration. Third, the adversary
needs a way to coerce and coopt the third party, e.g., through
predictability of a memory allocator. Note that the first and
second stages may be combined.
We have identified two different strategies of abusing
predictable memory allocators: (i) dense-allocation massaging,
e.g., Flip-Feng Shui [7] or memory waylaying [8], and (ii)
sparse-allocation massaging, e.g., Phys-Feng Shui [6] or
I. D IVERSITY MEETS ROW H AMMER
memory chasing [8]. Dense means that the adversary allocates
The RowHammer vulnerability, published in 2014 [1], has and holds all memory, whereas in sparse allocation, she tries
taken the world by surprise and dealt a severe blow to one of the to allocate all, but hold on to as little memory as necessary.
core tenets of operating systems, namely the integrity of their
Memory spraying techniques, exemplified by Seaborn and
internal data structures. Without actually accessing internal OS Dullien’s Rowhammer attack [9], combine aspects of these two
data structures (e.g., page tables), RowHammer attacks showed allocation strategies. Instead of allocating all memory, which
how to manipulate these data by row hammering adjacent could trigger operating system intervetion, spraying uses a
memory rows.
dense approach to allocate large partitions of memory, e.g.,
Recent results demonstrate that RowHammer is still possible allocating a third of all available memory. If spraying did
on DDR4 DRAM devices that use the hardware defense target not find a vulnerable configuration, then the memory partition
row refresh (TRR) [2], [3], and that ECC memory—contrary to will be released, and a new attempt will be made—effectively
initial thoughts—provides no safe haven [4]. What follows from resembling a sparse-allocation.
these recent developments is that much of the prior approaches
Software Diversity belongs to the area of biologicallyto prevent RowHammer attacks provide inadequate protection. inspired software defenses, with the core principle to overcome
Two important generalizations over the state-of-the-art from negative effects of a monoculture. In code-reuse attacks,
the early period of RowHammer attacks are as follows: (i) spa- adversaries enjoy large economies of scale through executable
tial co-location helps but is not an indispensable prerequisite programs being identical across vast numbers of machines. In
(single/double-sided RowHammer extended to many-sided RowHammer attacks, adversaries enjoy similar benefits through
RowHammer); and (ii) error correction puts constraints on the predictability of operating systems, specifically memory
which susceptible bit flips an attack may use. In an upcoming allocation strategies and management of internal data structures.
paper, we also see that exclusive protection in operating systems
The key difference between these attacks is their suscepis inadequate, as JavaScript continues to offer sufficient attack tibility and amenability to diversification transformations. A
surface [3], [5].
diversifying compiler can, for example, randomize essentially
Abstract—Vulnerabilities emanating from DRAM errors pose
a vexing problem that remains, as of yet, unsolved and elusive
but cannot be ignored. Prior defenses focused on specific details
of early RowHammer attacks and fail to generalize with the
generalizations of recent RowHammer attacks. Even worse, it
is presently not clear that techniques from prior defenses will
be able to cope with these generalizations or if an entirely new
approach is required. Although still work-in-progress, we have
identified a new approach that combines memory allocation with
principles underlying software diversity and shows promising
early results.
At first glance, software diversity seems to be an unlikely contender, since it faces seemingly insurmountable obstacles, primarily
the lack of sufficient entropy in memory subsystems. Our system—
called M AD, short for memory allocation diversity—leverages
two novel, complementary spatial diversification techniques to
overcome this entropy obstacle. Entropy aside, M AD offers easeof-implementation, negligible performance impact, and is both
hardware and software agnostic.
From a security perspective, M AD’s goal is to deter RowHammer attacks by delaying them to the maximum extent possible.
Such a delay opens the door for a variety of additional responses,
e.g., proactive rebooting, or complementary in-depth analysis of
ongoing attacks that would be too slow for an always-on defense.

all aspects of an executable, and since there is essentially no
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hard limitation for executable size, diversity remains effective.
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Transplanting the core principles underlying diversity to the
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free(p)
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φ
domain of memory allocation brings about an important
p = alloc(size=N)
challenge: the lack of entropy in memory allocation. A memory
allocator, on the other hand, has a hard limit, namely the fixed
amount of physical memory present in a computer. Consider, Figure 1: Comparison of page allocation for a given sequence
for example, a system with 16 GB of RAM, the memory with and without M AD. Without M AD, the second alloc
allocator manages merely four million 4KB memory pages, call returns ψ, demonstrating enumeration. With M AD, block
thus severely limiting the applicability and effectiveness of recycling ensures that the second invocation of alloc returns
traditional diversification techniques.
φ again.
M AD combines two complementary novel, spatial diversification techniques that overcome the entropy obstacle and
prolong both allocation strategies. Prolonging dense-allocation
attacker but is not sufficient to break M AD, as the attacker
massaging gives us the opportunity to maximize the likelihood
cannot manipulate the random number generator.
of detecting such an attack. Prolonging sparse-allocation
III. BACKGROUND
massaging allows us to increase the time required for the
attack to succeed, ideally such that performing the attack never
We expect the reader to be intimately familiar with Rowsucceeds. Since memory spraying techniques combine aspects Hammer attacks and buddy allocators. Thus, to save space
of both massaging techniques, M AD prolongs spraying, too.
and provide background where needed, we focus on a brief
Summing up, the contributions of this paper are as follows: discussion of software diversity.
In 1993, Cohen published his pioneering article on software
• We introduce memory allocation diversity, M AD for short,
diversity
and called it the “ultimate defense” [10]. He argued
a method to diversify memory management. At its core,
that
sufficiently
unpredictable execution behavior increases
M AD uses a diversified cache that manages the memory
the
complexity
of
attacks such that they are not impossible
blocks obtained from an underlying memory manager.
but
become
too
costly
to perform. In 2010, Franz saw that
• We illustrate two novel, spatial diversification techniques
through
aligned
paradigm
shifts, the major obstacles foreseen
that combine to deter the memory massaging part of a
by
Cohen
would
be
overcome
[11]. These shifts, along with the
RowHammer attack.
advent
of
code-reuse
attacks,
led
to renewed interest in software
• We subjected the prototype to a variety of different
diversity
[12].
Three
different
diversification methods have
experiments to evaluate its security. Our early results
proven
capable:
(i)
virtual-machine
based diversification [13],
look promising, they indicate that M AD delays sparse[14],
(ii)
binary-rewriting
based
diversity
[15], and (iii) compileallocation memory massaging and offers leverage to detect
time
based
diversity
[16]–[18].
Recently,
a hybrid technique
dense-allocation massaging.
combining rewriting and compilers was proposed [19].
Most of this research, however, focuses exclusively on
II. T HREAT M ODEL AND A SSUMPTIONS
thwarting arbitrary code execution attacks—with earlier papers
In our threat model, the adversary performs memory mas- focusing on preventing code injection (e.g., [20], [21]) and
saging as a by-product of the actual attack. By exploiting later ones focusing on preventing code reuse attacks. A notable
RowHammer, e.g., an adversary may be interested in per- exception is Crane et al.’s work on using dynamic diversity to
forming privilege escalation. Alternatively, however, an attack prevent timing-based cache side channels [22]. Also in 2015,
may focus on altering information in a web browser by row Rane et al. presented a way to use principles from obfuscation
hammering through JavaScript [3], [5]. Since M AD itself to close side channels [23].
generalizes to both domains—web browsers and operating
IV. M EMORY A LLOCATION D IVERSITY
systems—the corresponding threat model differs. To this end,
we focus on the operating system domain in this paper.
M AD cooperates with existing memory managers, such as
Our assumptions include the following:
the buddy allocator in Linux, but it does not depend on any
specific features or properties of a memory manager, i.e., it
• The kernel is considered to be safe. As a result, the attacker
cannot modify kernel internals or tamper with M AD’s state would also work with a free-list-based memory management
system. Furthermore, M AD can work in the operating system’s
or with the kernel’s random number generator.
• The attacker can execute unprivileged code on a system. kernel space, i.e., it can handle both memory management
From the perspective of M AD, it does not matter whether requests from the kernel and from user space.
the attacker is working on a remote, virtual image, or on
Enumerating Memory Blocks. A memory manager may
a local machine.
provide a functionality that allows to enumerate memory blocks.
• The attacker cannot access the page map of the attack. Such enumeration is enormously helpful for sparse-allocation
This assumption is not a strong requirement but serves massaging, since it ensures that an attacker will be able to
as a simplification, as the information would help the process all memory eventually. Figure 1 illustrates this behavior
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Figure 2: Block Recycling = Horizontal + Vertical Diversity. Step A shows horizontal diversity, i.e., moving blocks from a
shadow cache to the corresponding allocation cache. Step B shows vertical diversity, where found buddy blocks b3 and b4 in
shadow cache CS,0 will be merged into block B and put at a random location of the shadow cache of order CS,1 . Step C
shows inverse vertical diversity, where randomly selected block b01 of order 1 in CA,1 is split up into two blocks of order 0,
block φ and block ψ, which will be put at random locations in CA,0 .
downside. When the adversary allocates n + 1 pages from
an allocation cache of size n, the allocation request has to
be served from the underlying memory manager. As a result,
horizontal diversity by itself would merely delay—but not
prevent—enumeration. A separate technique, vertical diversity,
is required to address this problem.
Vertical Diversity. The objectives of vertical diversity are
as follows: (i) provide high utilization to avoid the need for
allocating pages from the underlying memory manager, (ii)
provide an alternative, safe way to refill allocation caches,
(iii) avoid determinism and predictability through randomization. To achieve these objectives, M AD uses the following
complementary two techniques.
To maximize cache utilization, M AD uses vertical diversity
(see step B in Figure 2), which proactively looks for buddy
blocks in a shadow cache of a given order (e.g., CS,0 in
Figure 2). Found buddies will be merged and put at a random
location in the next higher order (e.g., CS,1 in Figure 2).
• allocation caches (CA ), which serve allocation requests;
To refill an empty allocation cache when the corresponding
• shadow caches (CS ), which hold freed blocks.
shadow cache is also empty, M AD uses inverse vertical diversity.
Both allocation and shadow caches exist for all block orders Step C in Figure 2 shows an example of inverse vertical
of a buddy allocator, which is shown in Figure 2 as a second diversity in action. To refill allocation cache CA,0 , M AD
label in the subscript, e.g., CA,0 denotes the allocation cache randomly selects a block in a higher order (CA,1 in Figure 2),
of order zero, and CS,3 denotes the shadow cache of order splits it up into two blocks, and puts those two blocks at
random locations in CA,0 .
three.
Since horizontal diversity moves blocks from a shadow cache
We use the example from Figure 1 to describe our imto
the corresponding allocation cache, the combination of both
plementation. Assume both allocation requests (alloc) as
diversification
techniques ensures that benign block allocations
well as the intermediate free request use order zero. Both
and
corresponding
frees will result in maximum utility and
allocations will therefore obtain blocks cached in CA,0 , whereas
block
recycling.
the free will put the block (page p) into the shadow cache
CS,0 . When an allocation cache becomes empty, we refill this
Initialization and Refilling. M AD interacts with the unallocation cache by moving blocks from the corresponding derlying memory manager in the following three situations.
shadow cache of the same order back to the allocation cache— First, M AD needs to initialize its own caches when the system
thus horizontal diversity. Both allocations in our example will, becomes active, i.e., during boot or browser startup. Second,
therefore, only ever operate on the blocks cached in CA,0 . To M AD needs to be refilled when its caches become empty, as
avoid predictability, allocation and free requests are randomized, this situation prevents vertical diversity. To refill its caches,
i.e., M AD fetches a random block from the allocation cache M AD obtains pages from the underlying memory manager (e.g.,
with the proper order. Conversely, a free request will put the the buddy allocator in Linux). Third, M AD needs to drain its
block at a random position in the corresponding shadow cache. shadow caches when they are full and there is no space left to
All by itself, horizontal diversity suffers from the following put freed blocks. This situation happens, e.g., when a program
on the left-hand side, which shows an allocation sequence
and its predictable behavior under memory massaging in a
memory manager, a buddy allocator in this case. Subsequent
allocations return different blocks φ and ψ. On the righthand side of Figure 1, however, we see how M AD uses socalled block recycling to ensure that the second call, with
high likelihood, returns the same page φ. Put differently, to
break enumeration and thus delay sparse-allocation massaging,
M AD increases the block recycling frequency across multiple allocation and free requests. To this end, M AD applies
two complementary, mutually-beneficial, spatial diversification
techniques, horizontal and vertical diversity.
Horizontal Diversity. The goal of block recycling is to
ensure that allocation sequences, i.e., a sequence of alloc,
free, alloc calls, operate on the same physical blocks
to the maximum possible extent. M AD implements a spatial
diversification technique that we call horizontal diversity (see
step A in Figure 2), by using two sets of caches:
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Unique physical page frames allocated

frees a lot more blocks than can be held in the shadow cache. To
Allocation strategy
this end, M AD returns pages to the underlying memory manager.
70.0k
MAD
No MAD
If one of these steps is performed in a deterministic fashion,
60.0k
M AD would suffer from the penalty of predictability, as the
attacker could create an advantageous adversarial configuration
50.0k
to “feed” M AD. To address this penalty, M AD randomizes all
three steps.
40.0k
Besides diversification of memory blocks managed and
cached by M AD, one could also consider physical properties,
30.0k
such as spatial locality. One could, for example, maximize the
number of memory blocks from different DRAM banks. On
20.0k
the one hand, such spatial concerns for initializing and refilling
10.0k
M AD’s caches would increase its capability to deter ongoing
attacks. On the other hand, however, specific information about
105
107
106
108
109
DRAM internals are scarce, and to some extent such placement
Allocations
impair vertical diversity. A compromise between both would
be to couple such spatial placement with increasing memory Figure 3: Comparison of M AD with a textbook buddy allocator
pressure, such that a dense attack would be increasingly harder under sparse-allocation massaging.
to perform, as the attacker allocates more memory. Similar
adaptive methods have been proposed before in diversity [16]
A possible response by an attacker could be to interleave
and optimization [24]–[26].
Diversified Thresholds. The exact cache state triggering malicious dense allocation with periods of “fake” benign
either horizontal or vertical diversity needs further consideration. allocation patterns. To prevent such a maneuver, M AD collects
Assume that an attacker knows, e.g., both the lower and and analyzes multiple information sources. First, M AD collects
upper threshold of elements in the cache are identical and and measures the frequency of occurring asymptomatic conconfigured as t. The attacker could then create a configuration figurations. Second, M AD uses diversified snapshot intervals,
of allocation caches where the number of elements in each i.e., it analyzes its own caches every n allocations, where
order CA,i is t + 1 and the corresponding shadow caches CS,i n is a randomized interval. Since this snapshot collection
are empty. By allocating a single block in the lowest order, i.e, can be efficiently implemented, we can configure the random
order zero, the attacker triggers both horizontal and vertical snapshot interval to be low. In our experiments, for example,
diversity, in addition to a complete refill of the allocation caches. we use a random number in the range [13, 997]. A prototypical
M AD prevents an attacker from creating such an adversarial implementation of this technique detects virtually all denseconfiguration by diversifying both lower and upper bound allocation massaging (see column “Detection Rate” in Table I).
The outlined detection technique combines (i) high-resolution
thresholds.
Conceptual Detection of Dense-Allocation Massaging. monitoring of memory allocation activity with (b) principles
Dense-allocation massaging means that the adversary coopts the of software diversity to counter evasion attempts.
Generalization Although our discussion so far relied primemory management system to act on its behalf. If the attacker
holds a vulnerable configuration, exhausts all memory, frees the marily on cooperation with a buddy allocator in an operating
target page, and forces the operating system to allocate sensitive system, the core principles of M AD generalize to other
data to the target location, then their privilege escalation attack applications and memory managers. M AD sits on top of a
memory allocator and, therefore, does not require a buddy
will succeed.
Besides deterring such attacks, M AD’s use of caches creates allocator, but could also be combined with a much simpler
novel ways of detecting dense-allocation massaging. Through free-list memory-allocator. Furthermore, M AD is not tied to
the lens of the caches, dense memory allocation manifests any specific operating system internals and can be used in
itself through an increased frequency of asymptomatic M AD any application that performs its own memory management,
configurations. If an attacker exhausts all allocation caches and such as web browsers, database systems, or virtual machines.
never frees any pages, then both sets of caches—allocation and M AD segments memory into blocks of different order, but the
shadow caches—will be empty, requiring a refill. Conversely, specific geometry can be tailored to an application’s specific
if the attacker holds a lot of memory and needs to free it, then use case. In a web browser, for example, M AD could be used
the allocation caches will be filled. Once the shadow caches to manage the JavaScript heap, thus deterring JavaScript-based
are full, M AD will hand all additional memory back to the RowHammer attacks.
underlying memory manager. When compared to just tracking
V. E VALUATION
and analyzing what happens in the memory allocator itself,
M AD’s restriction to a smaller memory area managed through A. Quantitative Security
its caches effectively acts as a signal booster. As a result, a
This section details the results of the security experiments
dense memory allocation attack will raise a lot of alarm signals. to evaluate M AD. Specifically, we want to evaluate M AD’s
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Table I: Number of required allocations to obtain a vulnerable
configuration assuming the attacker succeeded in placing a
page into M AD. LB and UB indicate lower and upper bounds
used for memory allocation size.
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Figure 4: Comparison of block recycling frequency of M AD
with a textbook buddy allocator. Statistical key figures correspond to minimum, maximum and quartiles of number of
unique block allocations, i.e., number of allocations per memory
block number.

RowHammer, and manages to let M AD allocate the memory
at the target location. Due to randomizing initialization and
refilling (see Section IV), we were not able to put a specific
efficiency at preventing sparse-allocation massaging.
block into M AD’s allocation caches and, therefore, had to resort
We evaluated the efficiency of M AD by massaging memory to choose a random block of order six and designate it as a
in a randomized fashion, inspired by memory chasing. We vulnerable page. Recall that M AD is hardware agnostic, and
measured the amount of unique physical memory blocks does not actually carry any specific information about physicalobtained when running one billion memory allocations against to-DRAM address mapping. Without loss of generality, we
both a textbook buddy allocator and M AD, at intervals of 25,000 assume that a vulnerable block configuration, i.e., a vulnerable
allocations. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3. block and its logical neighbors, is determined solely by their
Note the salient point of M AD showing a plateau of unique physical block numbers.
physical blocks allocated between 100 million and 1 billion
We evaluated M AD’s deterrence by measuring the number
allocations. Put differently, for over 900 million allocations, of allocations required to obtain a vulnerable configuration.
M AD did not yield substantially more blocks.
Table I contains our results, including averages and medians
To quantify the attrition rate of unique physical blocks per over 50 repetitions. Note that the average and median number of
number of allocations, we computed the difference in number required allocations differ substantially. This difference is due
of unique physical blocks allocated per 100,000 allocations over to the probabilistic nature of M AD: sometimes pages required
the 1 billion allocations measured. On average, M AD’s attrition for an attack get moved to a shadow cache or recycled to
rate is 0.3563 unique physical blocks per 25,000 allocations. higher orders via vertical diversity.
Our baseline buddy allocator’s attrition rate is 1.4832 unique
The probability of success varies with the lower and upper
physical blocks per 25,000 allocations. M AD improves the
bounds used to allocate memory blocks and ranges between
attrition rate by a factor of 4.16×.
less than 0.3% and less than 0.01%. As a result, more than
Extrapolated on the 4 million physical memory blocks
99.5% of the times, an adversary will not succeed to predictably
present in a system with 16 GB of memory, complete
force allocation into the target location.
enumeration of all memory blocks without M AD would require,
on average, about 77 billion allocations. Using M AD, this C. Implementation Complexity
number of allocations increases by an order of magnitude to
We have implemented M AD in Python (i) to guide the
an average of 294 billion allocations.
search for optimal parameters that, e.g., determine the sizes of
Figure 4 shows the different block recycling frequencies of
allocation and shadow caches, and (ii) to create heat-map videos
MAD vs. our buddy allocator. Figure 3 indicates that after
of the overall memory, and videos showing the internal state of
a billion allocations we have merely allocated about 70,000
M AD’s allocation caches. The resulting Python implementation
of a total of about 4 million blocks. Figure 4 shows that
uses roughly a thousand lines of code.
the majority of blocks in minimum, first and second quartile
is zero, meaning that most memory blocks of the system
VI. R ELATED W ORK
have not been allocated at all. The significant increase in
Since Kim et al. discovered the RowHammer vulnerability
block recycling frequencies manifests itself in the third quartile
in
2014, research communities in various fields published a
and the maximum, meaning that some memory blocks were
plethora
of papers on RowHammer. Mutlu et al. provide an
allocated much more frequently than others. We find that the
extensive
review over the state-of-the-art [27].
maximum block recycling frequencies between M AD and the
Prior
work
has proposed several defenses to protect sysbuddy allocator differ by a factor of four.
tems against RowHammer attacks without requiring hardware
B. Probability of Success Under Worst Case Assumptions
replacement. These defenses either only protect against atA worst case assumption for M AD is when an attacker tacks targeting specific memory areas or critically depend on
succeeds to get control over the blocks required to perform knowledge about the deployed DIMMs. None of these defenses,
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furthermore, prevent many-sided RowHammer or would require
prohibitive amount of memory to do so.
1) Kernel and User Space Separation: G-CATT [28] physically separates memory in at least two areas: a kernel area and
a user-space area. Conceptually, this approach prevents attacks
targeting kernel space, but it cannot protect against attacks that
induce bit flips in user space. Gruss et al. presented opcode
flipping, an attack exploiting bit flips in user space mapped
binaries, such as sudo [8]. Furthermore, Cheng et al. showed
that G-CATT cannot fully protect against attacks targeting
double-owned kernel buffers [29].
2) Defenses Based on Memory Layout: ZebRAM [30] and
ALIS [31] use unsafe regions and guard rows, respectively.
For that purpose, they require knowledge about the physicalto-DRAM address mapping, which is generally not published
by the vendors—some reverse engineered documentation is
available [31]–[35].
GuardION [36] effectively prevents RowHammer attacks
on Android devices by inserting so-called guard pages before
and after contiguous direct memory access (DMA) memory
regions. However, on other popular architectures (such as x86)
attackers can row hammer without direct uncached memory
access [1]–[3], [5], [8], [9], [33].
Wu et al. use monotonic pointers [37] to protect page tables
from RowHammer attacks and thus cannot protect other targets.
In addition, defenders need to know vulnerable memory cells
and their flip direction in advance.
3) Defenses Preventing Bit Flips: ANVIL [33] effectively
prevents RowHammer bit flips triggered by software by
refreshing physically neighboring memory cells of a potential
victim cell if row hammering is detected. ANVIL relies on
the Intel Performance Counter Monitor [38], which is not
accurate enough for security critical applications [39], as well
as knowledge about the inner, hard-wired chip design of the
memory modules.
B-CATT [40] prevents the operating system from using
blocks vulnerable to row hammering. B-CATT blacklists
vulnerable blocks during boot time, which can thus increase
significantly—attackers can still use bit flips undetected by
B-CATT. Since many memory modules have one bit flip per
page, the entire memory has to be blacklisted [6], [8], [34].

Hammer attacks in memory management components. As is
true for all other defenses using software diversity, M AD offers
probabilistic security, i.e., a brute-force attack will succeed
eventually. To protract the time required for such a bruteforce attack, M AD combines horizontal and vertical diversity,
and our preliminary data provides promising evidence of
M AD’s protraction capabilities. Besides protracting attacks,
an operating system using M AD may also be able to leverage
the uncertainty introduced to detect attacks. If, for example,
a RowHammer attack intends to escalate privileges and M AD
does not put the expected data into the target location, the attack
will manipulate other data and a subsequent access requiring
higher privileges will fail.
M AD does not require specific hard- or software information
to operate. This conceptual simplicity is also beneficial when
going from one- or double-sided to many-sided RowHammer
attacks: From the perspective of M AD, it does not matter
how many rows an attacker needs, and since a many-sided
RowHammer attack requires control of more rows, M AD’s
deterrence may actually also be more effective.
Based on the encouraging evidence, a more thorough
investigation of M AD is warranted. We plan on implementing M AD in an operating system and a web browser, and
subsequently evaluate M AD’s protective properties against all
known RowHammer attacks. We also believe that a hybrid
technique that combines M AD with another, stronger but
more expensive defense holds potential to mitigate attacks.
Besides examining real-world attacks, we plan on investigating
a variety of properties of M AD’s probabilistic caches, such as
fragmentation, detection, and steady cache states.
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